
1. Introduction

Collections of sources available in archives, 
libraries, or museums are the basis of histori
cal geography research. The digital progress, 
referred to as the ‘digital turn’ in the literature, 
has provided a plethora of digital copies of car
tographic sources (Shepard, 2014; Open Edu
cation Database, 2021). This has contributed 
to enhancement of research opportunities and 
resulted in a considerable increase in the in
terest in interdisciplinary research due to the 
easier access to sources (Bomba, 2013). 

Openaccess digital repositories are currently 
a very dynamically developing element of digi
tal humanities. To date, institutional digitization 
with online access to resources has been the 
main driving force of this process. As indicated 
by data from the Registry of Open Access Re
positories (ROAR, n.d.), 81% of all European 
repositories are institutional archives and 12% 
are thematic repositories. The analysis of the 

current definitions of a digital library (in the 
sense of a digital repository) conducted by 
A. Brahaj, M. Razum, and J. Hoxan (2013) has 
shown that most of the definitions associate 
the repository with collections with emphasis 
on their specification. This refers to such terms 
as targeted collection, managed collection, or 
organized collection.

The creation of thematic databases of histo
rical sources collecting and structuring the ma
terial for analysis, since the sources available 
at present are often scattered, incomplete, and 
inconsistent, seems to be an important trend in 
research (Gregory & Healey, 2007). However, 
there may be difficulties in finding a specific 
map of interest, as the user may either find 
a large number of results or no results at all 
(Kuźma & Bauer, 2020).

The digital database of historical sources 
developed as part of the project “Shaping the 
borders of independent Poland in the light of 
cartographic documents” will be analyzed 
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scientifically (critical description of the content 
and purpose of the source), and its content will 
be made accessible (online). The source ma
terial comprises thematically related docu
mentation in a form of historical cartographic 
sources (e.g. printed and handwritten maps) 
and descriptive historical sources (e.g. reports, 
protocols, expert opinions), which were created 
by the Polish delegation to the Paris Peace 
Conference in 1919−1920. The material was 
collected through queries of archives and 
library resources conducted in Poland and 
abroad (Konopska, 2016; Konopska & Bar
wiński, 2019). 

The proposed solution is an example of a new 
thematic collection type in contrast to institu
tional (museum or library) collections, which 
have diverse and often local resources. In the 
era of the second digital turn (Carpo, 2017), 
access to digital resources has become wide
spread, and the multitude of data often hampers 
proper identification and use thereof (Kuźma 
& Bauer, 2020). One of the ways to facilitate 
searches is to create thematic collections 
(e.g. Europeana Collections, n.d.; Polona, n.d.) 
that allow researchers from various disciplines 
to find and use historical sources easily. The 
designed digital source database provides in
frastructure for the aggregation of sources 
from various non-affiliated libraries and archives, 
e.g. the Polish Library in Paris, the Archives of 
Modern Records, the President Woodrow 
Wilson Library and Museum (more information 
in Konopska, 2016), and the most important 
function of the digital collection is not storage 
but thematic structuring and providing access 
to data. The user will gain access to the data
base of sources about the establishment of 
the borders of independent Poland, which are 
scattered and partially inaccessible at present. 
Additionally, many of the resources have been 
digitized and will be available online for the 
first time since the collection thereof.

The availability of resources facilitates their 
use not only by researchers from various 
scientific disciplines but also by individuals in
terested in issues presented in cartographic 
sources (Kuźma & Mościcka, 2020). As noted 
by D. Youngblood (2006), due to the universal 
language of cartography and the possibility of 
space perception, maps are the subject of 
attention of a wide audience as a useful 
expression of knowledge in each of the main 

academic disciplines. Hence, in order to be 
found, identified, and used efficiently, these 
sources must be described as metadata. They 
contain basic information, e.g. the title, content, 
and accessibility, which helps users to discover 
and determine the suitability of the sources for 
e.g. research, education, or popularization pur
poses (Federacja Bibliotek Cyfrowych, 2016).

The main objective of the article is to present 
a procedure of development of metadata of 
historical cartographic sources, which were 
created for the purposes of establishment of 
Poland’s borders during the Paris Peace Con
ference. The stages of compiling the collections 
are presented and problems resulting from the 
specificity of the sources are discussed.

The descriptive and spatial metadata will be 
made accessible through a map interface. The 
implementation of such a solution facilitates an 
intuitive and effective search for old maps of 
a specific research area (Mościcka & Zwiro
wicz-Rutkowska, 2018), as confirmed by the 
available repositories, e.g. David Rumsey Col
lection (n.d.), Old Maps Online (n.d.), or USGS 
Historical Topographic Map Explorer (n.d.).

2. Metadata and their role in access  
to resources

Currently, there are many metadata schemas 
and standards for the description of cartogra
phic resources (Kuźma & Mościcka, 2020). 
Depending on the institution, the level of detail 
in the resources and the form of access varies 
substantially (fig. 1). Standard ObjectID, Dublin 
Core (DC, n.d.), Encoded Archival Description 
(EAD) can be chosen for the description of 
content metadata of e.g. documents and culture 
objects (Zwirowicz-Rutkowska & Mościcka, 
2015). To manage the diversity of metadata 
formats in cataloging maps, digital libraries 
use the updated ISBD (International Standard 
Bibliographic Description for Serials) and 
MARC21 (Biblioteka Narodowa, n.d.; Library 
of Congress, n.d.) standards. This issue was 
discussed in greater detail by Kuźma and Mo
ścicka (2020). The diversity in the use of meta
data has long been the subject of attempts to 
develop mechanisms unifying various stand
ards of description of resources in digital re
positories (Chan & Zeng, 2006) In Poland, 
interoperability is implemented as part of the 
development of a metadata standard in the 
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Fig. 1. Examples of the structure and presentation of metadata: a) Harvard Geospatial Library (n.d.);  
b) the repository of the Józef Piłsudski Institute in America (n.d.) (author’s compilation)
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KRONiK@ System (Cyfryzacja KPRM, 2020).
Development of metadata for maps should 

be based on the characteristics of searches for 
this type of sources. Depending on their pre
ferences, Internet users search for historical 
sources from a spatial (spatial reference) or 
temporal (chronological reference to the source 
content) perspective or focus their attention on 
the content of the sources (Goodchild & Janelle, 
2010). Hence, the definition of the metadata 
structure and scope requires addition of infor
mation in a form of the spatial extent of data in 
the source material to the classic descriptive 
elements (Bidney, 2010). This is particularly 
important for the access to cartographic histo
rical sources due to the nature of these data. 
Currently, the standard for description of a geo
graphic dataset is defined by the ISO 19115 
standard (International Organization for Stan
dardization, 2014). The ISO 19100 series of 
standards is used to define, describe, and man-
age geographic information. Additionally, it is 
used for definition of profiles that facilitate inter-
operability of geographic information systems 
(GIS) with application systems in the search 
for resources (Kuźma & Mościcka, 2020; Mo
ścicka & Zwirowicz-Rutkowska, 2020).

The creation and access to metadata on the 
Web is supported by mechanisms that help to 
the search for these metadata. This process is 
based on the Semantic Web improving com
munication and information processing by 
machines and applications, i.e. creating links 
between data referred to as Linked Open Data 
(LOD) (Roszkowski, 2010; Linked Data, 2015). 
The use of LOD to describe cartographic re
sources has been analyzed by e.g. B. Yoose 
and J. Perkins (2013) as well as M. McGee, 
K. Durante, K. Weimer (2017). Spatial and de
scriptive data collected in the designed data
base of sources will also be available as 
Linked Data. The RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) standard will be used to represent 
the data in this model to solve the problem of a 
large amount of data: text documents, images 
(scans), graphic files, etc. The RDF standard 
facilitates description of the content of indivi
dual resources in a short and concise XML file 
containing structured information about the re
source. This solution will be implemented mo
re widely in the further stages of the project, 
and the description thereof goes beyond the 
scope of this article.

3. Metadata in the project database 
structure

The basic element of the digital architecture 
of the source database constituting the central 
repository of the project is the relational tem
poralspatial database. Its functionality includes 
dedicated solutions for the storage of digital 
copies of sources and metadata. It primarily 
contains highresolution digital copies of hand
written and printed maps and cartographic 
sketches as well as documentary and text 
sources. The database architecture combines 
two approaches to designing IT solutions: a re
lational model for grouping data into schemas 
and relationships (HDataset schema) and a geo
database representing the layers of geogra
phic information systems (Geography schema) 
(fig. 2).

The relational model is mainly responsible 
for storing descriptive information obtained via 
the analysis of the content of historical cartogra
phic sources and related descriptive historical 
sources. In addition to the basic information 
describing the collection, scientific descrip
tions of the sources are stored. The geodata
base schema stores a vector representation of 
information associated with the descriptive data. 
The Extents table, which includes extents – 
vector surface objects playing a role of meta
data for spatial (rasters) and nonspatial 
information, connects the two schemas. Data 
from various sources collected and generated 
in different formats have been combined into 
one coherent model facilitating creation of 
queries to search for selected historical data 
in an appropriate geographic context. Infor
mation about the sources (metadata) is stored 
in relational tables. Selected elements of the 
HDataset schema are described below:

• MapMetaData – a table storing basic raster 
map metadata. It is relationally linked with the 
People, Collections, DocumentType, Document, 
and KeyWords tables, which contain additional 
normalized metadata. It is also is relationally 
linked with the Maps table storing raster maps;

• People – a table storing information about 
the authors of the maps, addressees of the 
sources, decisionmakers, etc.; 

• Collections – contains information about 
the data collection;

• Documents – a table storing all scanned 
documents that are not spatial information;
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Fig. 2. Metadata for cartographic sources in a logical database model − HDataset and Geography schemas 
(author’s compilation)
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• DocumentType – a normalized table storing 
information about the types of stored documents;

• DocumentMetaData – a table storing basic 
metadata about documents – nonspatial data;

• KeyWords – a table storing keyword se
quences;

• Extents – a table storing vector metadata 
extents of data. It extends the metadata with 
spatial information.

4. Metadata structure

The starting point for the development of the 
metadata structure was the general Dublin 
Core standard, which uses 15 main metadata 
elements to describe web resources (Dublin 
Core, n.d.). The creators of this standard 
adopted four assumptions that contributed to 
its widespread use. These include: 1) ease of 

creation of a description and management of 
resources, 2) commonly understood vocabu
lary, 3) international scope, and 4) flexibility of 
the structure (Filipek, 2006). Despite its simpli
city, the Dublin Core (n.d.) standard generates 
a number of problems in its application to the 
description of cartographic sources. They were 
described by D.Y. Allen (2001), who proposed 
the best solutions to address these problems.

4.1. Descriptive metadata

The historical context is represented by the 
extensive metadata of the resource composed 
of the 15 main metadata elements in the Dublin 
Core (n.d.) standard with the following additio
nal elements: short title, scale, and keywords. 
The metadata structure is presented and ex
plained in table 1.

Table 1. Elements of metadata compliant with the Dublin Core standard and their characteristics  
(author’s compilation)

Element Content

Identifier <dc:identifier> Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

Full title <dc:title> Full name of the map

Short title <dc:shorttitle> Abbreviated name of the map

Author <dc:creator> Author(s) of the map

Map editor <dc:contributor> Contributor to the map

Publisher address <dc:publisher> Full address of the map publisher

Publisher location <dc: publisherLocation> Place of publishing with indication of the country and city

Date <dc:date> Year of map publication

Scale <dc:scale> Map scale  denominator value

Subject <dc:subject> Brief description of the main content of the map

Type of map acc. to the method of prepa
ration and subject matter <dc:type>

Identification of the form of a map, e.g. handwritten maps , 
printed map, handwritten maps with annotations, printed 
map with handwritten annotations; Identification of the type 
of the map content, e.g. social, economic, general geogra
phic, political, and administrative maps

Language <dc:language> Dominant language on the map

Description  <dc:description> Detailed characterization of the map including its historical value

Source <dc:source> Place of storage of the original map

Relation <dc:relation> Relation to other sources

Coverage <dc:coverage> Map coverage expressed in coordinates (EPSG: 4326) of 
the bounding quadrilateral

Keywords <dc:keywords> Object keywords, name keywords, geographic keywords
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Keywords are an important element of meta
data, playing a role in the operation of web 
browsers. This type of meta tag helps to find 
information and retrieve the correct result. The 
keyword value is a commonly used word, a for
malized word, or a phrase used to describe 
a topic. Keywords help to refine the search for 
full texts or objects (Jones, 2011).

In terms of the specificity of the sources and 
the nature of the database, keywords can be 
grouped into three thematic categories:

1) object keywords (e.g. elections; Polish 
National Committee),

2) name keywords (e.g. Paderewski Ignacy 
Jan; Dmowski Roman), 

3) geographic keywords (e.g. PolishSlovak 
border; Silesia).

In the case of object and name keywords, 
the Virtual International Authority File (n.d.) 
database, which is an international register of 
model entries, will be used. The use of geogra
phic keywords is associated with the need to 
specify the spatial reference scope of the map 
content. In the case of some maps, spatial meta
data expressed as a map frame may suggest 
that the entire extent has relevant content (fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Example of spatial metadata − extents of selected maps (author’s compilation)
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4.2. Spatial metadata

In addition to the aforementioned verbal 
form of communication (metadata elements 
indicating specific locations, e.g. keywords) 
and the entry of coordinates in the <dc:covera
ge> element, the spatial extent of the informa
tion contained in the source is presented in 
graphical and mathematical terms. Following 
the good practices in the development of meta
data, the spatial presentation was realized as 
resource extents in the geographical space 
expressed by a bounding quadrilateral. The cur
rent practice is based on the use of a bounding 
rectangle expressed by the meridians of the 
western and eastern border of the area and 
parallels of the southern and northern borders 
(EURLex, 2008). In the analysis of the spatial 
metadata, irregular quadrilaterals were used, 
which was related to the map calibration and 
the resulting extents of the map content (fig. 3). 

5. Stages of metadata development 

The technical guidelines for the develop
ment of metadata (Baranowski et al., 2008) 
indicate three stages: 1) collection of informa
tion on the data of all entities related to the 
data resources (owners, distributors, creators, 
publishers of data resources), 2) collection 
of information describing all data resources, 
3) creation of metadata. Following these re
commendations, a procedure was developed, 
where the main stage consisted in preparation 
of descriptions to be added to the target data
base (fig. 4).

The first stage involved a query and acquisi
tion of digital copies of the cartographic sources. 
In this stage, resources associated with the 
Paris Peace Conference were found and ana
lyzed. This query included resources available 
in archives, museums, and libraries in Poland 
and abroad (Konopska, 2016). Depending on 
the availability of the sources, two types of 
their digital copies were obtained: 1) highre
solution scans of the sources (in the case of 
inaccessibility of the online resource), 2) links 
(hyperlinks) to the resources in publicly available 
source repositories.

The creation of the metadata for the historical 
cartographic sources (due to their large numbers) 
determined the preparation of an intuitive envi
ronment, which facilitated:

− storing and access to digital copies of 
sources and simultaneous editing by several 
users, 

− control of developed metadata versions,
− generating results in a tabular form (pos

sibility of exporting to the result database). 
After the analysis of the available solutions, 

the solution in the Google Workspace cloud 
computing environment was used. Based on this 
service, tools and a procedure for the creation 
of metadata for three interrelated environ
ments were prepared:

1) structured digital copies of sources with hy
perlinks (providing access to the source copy), 

2) tabular list of cartographic sources, 
3) a metadata creation application.

Fig. 4. Procedure for creation of metadata in the 
project (author’s compilation)
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The second stage consisted in structuring and 
depositing the scans of the sources in the virtual 
disk space (fig. 5). The layout and hierarchy of 
the folders corresponded to the origin of the 
digital copies (archive name, files, volumes). 
The map scans were assigned unique internal 
identifiers (creation of unique URIs, Universal 
Resource Identifiers; this will be implemented 
in a later stage of the project), and a hyperlink 
was generated for each document for direct 
access to the files without the need to search 
the entire resource. Next, a table was prepared 
for the copies of the sources to support the work 
on the descriptions conducted by the research 
team.

The next stage of metadata creation was the 
generation of spatial metadata in the form of 
map extents. This task was a threestage 
process: 1) calibration (spatial reference) of 
cartographic sources, 2) determination of the 
extents of old maps, and 3) assessment of the 
cartometricity of the maps. The detailed tech
nical aspects of this task and the discussion of 
research problems were presented by M. Kuź
ma (2020).

The last stage consisted in work on the de
scriptive elements of the metadata and a spe
cialized description of the source. This task 
was accomplished by a team of historians, 
geographers, and cartographers. A web appli
cation enabling the entire team to enter the me
tadata into the database was used to optimize 
the work. The application was created as a cloud 
computing and crowdsourcing solution. Such 
detailed settings as required fields, dropdown 
lists of predefined items, etc. ensured control 
over the completeness of the entered metadata.

5.1. Problems with metadata creation

The emerging difficulties with the creation of 
metadata elements were associated with the 
specificity and diversity of the historical carto
graphic sources. The sources collected through 
the query had been dispersed in non-affiliated 
American, English, Austrian, Czech, French, 
Lithuanian, German, Polish, and Ukrainian 
libraries, archives, and museums. To acquire 
the sources, the activities of diplomats and 
experts who were part of the Polish delegation 
to peace conferences had to be analyzed. The 
maps were focused on Polish affairs and were 

prepared for the negotiations of the establish
ment of Poland’s borders during the Paris 
Peace Conference. They were prepared by 
both cartographers (e.g. Eugeniusz Romer) and 
diplomats (e.g. Roman Dmowski). Hence, the 
collection contains very detailed cartographic 
drawings with all map components (e.g. legends, 
which are an important source of information 
for completion of metadata), printed maps with 
handwritten annotations (many unsigned com
ments handwritten directly on the maps), and 
cartographic sketches. The link between the 
available resources and historical sources had 
a substantial impact on the preparation of the 
metadata elements. The analysis covered maps 
and cartographic sketches from 1916–1923 
along with documentation, i.e. comments and 
working materials, which are essential for 
understanding thereof.

The retrieved maps constitute a resource that 
can be organized in many ways for creation of 
metadata, e.g. according to the scale: small
scale, mediumscale, largescale maps, accord
ing to the generation technique: handwritten, 
black and white printed, multicolored printed, 
printed with handwritten comments, printed 
with handwritten thematic content, according 
to the degree of accuracy: cartometric maps, 
cartographic sketches, imaginary maps, and 
according to themes: administrative/political, 
nationality, linguistic, religion, and economic 
maps (Konopska & Barwiński, 2019).

The presented diversity of maps resulted in 
the following difficulties:

1. Identification of the map creator.
This problem was encountered especially in 

the case of the handwritten maps and maps 
separated from the textual documentation. 
The author of the map was identified through 
the analysis of files where the map or its content 
(e.g. the annotations, fig. 6) were part of the 
documents. When the task was unsuccessful, 
the name of the author of the map was not 
provided or an annotation “probable author” 
was used. 

2. Determination of the map scale (conver
sion of linear scales or lack of scales and the 
linear scale).

The problem of the lack of the map scale 
was solved by implementation of a GIS solu
tion analyzing the cartometry of the maps and 
identifying their scale. This issue was described 
in greater detail by M. Kuźma (2020).
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3. Lack of information about the date of cre
ation of the map.

As in 1., when the date of the map creation 
was unknown, the content and the source do
cumentation associated with the map were 
analyzed. In the case of difficulties in determi
nation of the exact date, a wider time range 
was provided.

4. Preparation of coherent map descriptions.
The variations in the content, method of cre

ation, and authorship of the maps posed dif
ficulties in their uniform characterization. The 
<dc: description> element is an important part 
of metadata used for determination of the 
suitability of the map for further use.

5. Determination of the typology of the maps.
In terms of the method of creation, content, 

and purpose, the historical cartographic sources 
fit into several typological classes. During the 
creation of the metadata, another division was 
adopted according to the method of creation 
(a handwritten map, a printed map, a hand
written map with additional annotations, a printed 
map with handwritten annotations) and the 

content (social, economic, general, political, 
administrative maps).

6. Preparation of the keywords.
The name and object keywords were pre

pared with the use of the Virtual International 
Authority File (n.d.) database. In the case of 
the geographic keywords, a catalog of key
words defining in detail the spatial scope of the 
data was designed.

6. Summary

The created metadata fulfill two tasks. Pri
marily, they are an element of the map service 
infrastructure facilitating not only the search 
for resources based on localization but also 
exploration and analysis of data (Kuźma & Bauer, 
2020). Secondly, the identification information 
is part of a critical overview of sources (see 
fig. 7). The descriptive and spatial metadata 
elements are the outcome of the ongoing re
search project aimed at critical analysis and 
dissemination of unique and dispersed carto
graphic sources associated with the Paris 

Fig. 7. Example of metadata saved in the RDF format (author’s compilation)
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Peace Conference. The maps were important 
during the negotiations of borders as a means 
of conveying ideas and a tool for persuasion 
and mnemonics based on visual associations. 
The preparation of the maps indicates that the 
time and the strong need to convey the idea in 
a clear way were the main determinants of their 
final cartographic form. The available resource 
is dominated by linguistic, nationality, and reli
gion maps as well as maps of proposed borders 
(Konopska & Barwiński, 2019).

The creation of metadata is the most time
consuming stage of dissemination of digital 
copies of sources, as it is necessary to describe 
the resource appropriately to help the reader 
to find the information of interest. This process 
requires not only selection of an appropriate 
scheme of storing data but also correct com
plementation of data.

The database of the digital copies of the 
historical cartographic sources was created 
based on the Dublin Core (n.d.) standard as 
the input metadata structure due to the possi
bility of modification of the content scope. After 
the design of the initial structure (assuming 
modifications associated with the develop
ment nature of the project), a procedure for 
metadata creation was proposed. Taking into 
account the specificity and diversity of the 
sources, this task required the involvement of 
an interdisciplinary team of researchers in the 
field of cartography, socio-economic geogra

phy, political and economic history, and geoin
formatics. The difficulties in identification of the 
authors of the maps, the map scales, the links 
between the sources, and the development of 
consistent and complete descriptions of the 
maps were diagnosed as the main problems.

Dissemination of the metadataenriched 
sources in open access will be a starting point 
for further interdisciplinary research on the 
political thought at the turn of the 19th and 
20th centuries and the Polish thought in the 
20th century. It will especially support research 
on geopolitical concepts, socioeconomic hi
story, ethnography, historical geography, and 
social anthropology. The detailed descriptions 
of the maps and their links with other sources, 
which distinguishes the proposed database of 
digital source copies, will provide data for not 
only scientists but also a wide audience.
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